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Abstract
Water balance considerations at the soil surface lead to an equation that relates the autocorrelation of soil moisture in climate models to (1) seasonality in the statistics of the atmospheric forcing, Substituting (3) and (4) into (2) yields, upon rearrangement, 
Eqs. (6) 
where and B aPn cR.
The appearance of (9) is simplified further by combining the two forcing terms into one. Taking
we get an equation that relatesthe newvalue of w to the old value and some random forcing:
Eq. 
and Squaring both sides of (14) and then taking the time mean of each side gives
Substituting (19) into (18) gives, after a little manipulation, the alternative, 
Interpretation of Autocorrelation Equation
The agreement in Figure 3 implies that an understanding of the structure of (20) should lead to an understanding of why soil moisture memory is high in some regions and low in others.
In other words, a study of (20) Figures 7 and 9 . Through analysisof thesemapsand associated histograms(e.g.,those in Figure 10 ), onecan explain the simulated value of soil moisture autocorrelation at any grid cell -onecan describethe extent to which eachphysicalcontrol increasesor decreases the memory.
Again, given the dearth of multi-decadal global soil moisture data, the validation of these four controls in an AGCM simulation should aid in the evaluation of simulated soil moisture memory itself. This should in turn contribute to the evaluation of seasonalprecipitation predictions that rely on soil moisture initialization and subsequentsoil moisture memory. An interesting application of the framework described in this paper would be the determination of "seasonal barriers" to soil moisture prediction. The factors that determine soil moisture memory do vary seasonally, and as a result, soil moisture persistenceacrossparticular months may be sharply reduced relative to other months. Identifying these months is critical, since they help definethe limits of predictability in the modelingsystem. Seasonal variations in soil moisturepersistencemay result, for example,from seasonal variation in the forcing statistics -the two casesoutlined in Figure 6 suggest that a region with markedseasonalityin precipitation varianceshould experiencesomemonths with enhancedpersistenceand somemonths with diminished persistence. Seasonalvariations in persistencecould also stem from seasonal changesin the overlying atmospheric conditions, since some conditions may be moreconducivethan others to land-atmospherefeedback, and from seasonalvariations in the effective slopesof the evaporation and runoff functions.
An additional sourceof seasonalvariation is more subtle but is worth mentioning here. One can imagine a situation in which the rainfall in a specificmonth, say July, is alwaysvery large, so that soil moisturesin July are typically fully saturated (or at somemodel-specificmaximum value). For this situation, knowing what the soil moisture is at the beginning of June doesnot translate into skill in predicting August soil moisture--all memory is lost in July, when all states collapseinto the samevery wet state. In the context of the framework describedin this paper, this low memory reflects an overwhelmingcontribution from the runoff effect. In essence, the term aPn/Cs is maximized during July to produce a p of 0.
By the way,the autocorrelation analysisdescribedherein is not inconsistent with that of Delworth and Manabe [1988] (see section 1). In fact, the autocorrelation equation, 
